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Safeguarded Identities: Balancing between certainty and flexibility

❏ Pandemic policy issues: access to personal data (mobility, proximity, health status, PII data)

❏ Urgency led to “imperfect” responses from Govs and Big Techs to the privacy concerns

❏ Simplistic public debate, centralizers vs de-centralizers, is grossly misleading

❏ A middle-ground approach will be more productive (Internet relies on both decentralization with TCP/IP & 

centralization by powerful Tier 1 ISPs…) - this applies to self-sovereign digital Identities, too!

❏ Privacy is a technical issue; it becomes a very societal one: 

❏ The battlefield of “controlled tussles” (D. Clark, MIT) between competing views and conflicting interests…

❏ The “privacy tussle” cannot be resolved, it needs to be properly managed through policy-making, regulation, 

innovation and sharing of “values plus facts”

❏ Built-in privacy is possible with proactive policy-making and constantly evolving regulatory frameworks

❏ In privacy-protecting policies, the EU leads the way with GDPR 

❏ The example of eIDAS eID (yet under-used…) proves the usefulness of framing technology innovation with legal certainty

❏ What should be the next innovation? Safeguarded identities, a policy and technology innovation aiming at:

❏ Protecting a-priori from risks of privacy-invasion

❏ Removing the paralyzing effect of privacy-related fears
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❏ What is a safeguarded digital identity?

❏ It is a policy and technology toolbox we can create to balance between certainly (i.e., strong privacy-preserving policies based on 

normative boundaries for the processing of personal information) and flexibility (which increases the utility we receive from the digital 

use of identity information);  a set of privacy statements that can be cryptographically enforced…

❏ How does it apply? Though Disposable Proofs of Identity (Disposable Yet Official Identities)

❏ We empower every ERASMUS+ student with a disposable identity that contains all the verifiable digital evidences for many types of identity attributes 

and documents required to get settled for a semester abroad (to easily settle into the new home!): SEAL project funded by CEF Telecom, applies to 

UAegean, Univ. of Malaga, UPORTO, UJI

❏ We help low-income Greek citizens receiving the national minimum guaranteed  income programme to do all the application procedure through 

(disposable) verifiable credentials, thus avoiding (social) discrimination in the neighborhood: SBchain project funded by SIEMENS via Settl. Agr. w. 

Greece

❏ What is the impact we may have?

❏ This is a further step towards minimal data processing: the amount of identity data processed should be “adequate, relevant, and 

limited to what is necessary for the purposes”

❏ Fight against societal and algorithmic discrimination: establish a technical counter-power to the power of machine-learning & AI
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{minimalistic, context-specific, time-limited digital identities - W3C Verifiable Credentials and pairwise DIDs - structurally 

“unlinkable” to the subject’s personal (official) identity information (PII data or mobile ID)} - examples: SEAL and SBchain
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